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Singularity Computers
Plasma CPU Water-block -

PPCS Custom Editions!

$139.00
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Short Description

Singularity Computers has created a CPU water-block which is compatible with both Intel Socket 1700 and
AMD Socket AM5!

Not feeling that clear block look? Now, enter PPCS's creativity, we would like to offer our customers more
colors for the block and the hardware screws. At PPCS we can professionally Cerakote your block in any color
almost and give you a choice of 7 anodized screw colors. With these choices, you can make this block look
custom to your system in amazing looking colors! Check below to build this block exactly how you wish it to
look and don't worry we lwft the sides of the block clear so that your RGB lighting can still be seen. It's a very
cool look!
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Description

Singularity Computers has created a CPU water-block which is compatible with both Intel Socket 1700 and
AMD Socket AM5!

Not feeling that clear block look? Now, enter PPCS's creativity, we would like to offer our customers more
colors for the block and the hardware screws. At PPCS we can professionally Cerakote your block in any color
almost and give you a choice of 7 anodized screw colors. With these choices, you can make this block look
custom to your system in amazing looking colors! Check below to build this block exactly how you wish it to
look and don't worry we lwft the sides of the block clear so that your RGB lighting can still be seen. It's a very
cool look!

It can be used as a normal CPU water-block or as a direct die water-block. We wanted to create a CPU water-
block which can do everything and comes at a reasonable price. The water-block is compact with a simple
design making installation easy. The included stand offs are the correct length so that when the fasteners
bottom out the correct tension is achieved. The water-block is non directional so either port can be used as
inlet or outlet. The water-block has an integrated PCB which has both UV and ARGB LEDs and a switch to
select between them.

Features

Installation:
Compatible with Socket 1700 and Socket AM5 and can be used as a normal water-block or direct die. Inlet
outlet can be used in either direction. Please see documentation.

Specifications

Specifications & Included Items.

Plasma CPU Water-block. Nickel Plated CNC Machined Copper. CNC Machined Clear Cast Acrylic. Clear
Silicone Gasket.
Stainless Steel or anodized aluminum Fasteners.
G1/4” Threads x2.
PCB with integrated ARGB and UV LEDs and a selector switch.
Spare Gasket: Clear Silicone.
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Additional Information

Brand Singularity Computers

SKU SC-WB-PLS-CPU-DD-PPCS

Weight 1.5000

CPU Series AM2 / AM2+ / AM3 / AM3+ / FM1 / FM2 / FM2+ / AM4 /
AM5 - LGA 115x / 1200 / 1700 / 2066

Block CPU Type Intel/AMD

Block Style Copper-Nickel


